Abstract-Shadow generation in gaming and animation industries has attracted many researchers to achieve the best possible outcome from their concepts for complex scenes. Realism to the Scene is only possible if we have accurate shadows with complex objects. For this reason Subdivision surfaces were introduced to describe a surface using a polygonal model with fine smoothness. Here, we discuss an approach to efficiently render shadows for subdivision surfaces by introducing the Level-of-Details and visibility function. In this way we can achieve fast and robust scene rendering with multiple subdivision models. In this paper we have proposed an improvement on rendering rate of shadow volume technique for subdivision surfaces using graphic hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Geometry Images have become a powerful tool not only because it process geometry faster and uses less memory than "polygon soup" but also because it has also became an integral and inevitable part for various diversified research areas. This may include algorithms of mesh simplification, deformation, global illumination [17] , shadow generation [15] and dynamic LOD technique [12] .
The fast rendering of a virtually realistic scene has always been the main motivation behind many researches. GPUs have contributed a lot in fast rendering through their ability of processing parallel to the CPU and their computation power.
Subdivision Surfaces have seen loads of researches in the recent years mainly after its use by Pixar for animating Geri in 1998 [18] . They have been a favourite among the researchers and developers due to their ease of usage and implementation. Subdivision Surfaces have been successfully evaluated through GPU by different techniques. Shiue et al [2] presents a real-time surface evaluation by using fragment shaders, Boubekeur et al. [19] , on the other hand, uses a vertex shader to generate mesh refinement on GPUs. Shadow generation in subdivision surfaces has seen very little research. Initially, it was modeled by converting the surface into facet models and then applying the techniques of shadow generation through any shadow rendering technique but Tang et al. [16] proposed a technique to generate volumetric shadows which was later revamped in Tang et al. [15] by introducing geometry image to it.
Subdivision Surface supports dynamic LOD by using lesser number of subdivisions. Dynamic LOD has been an additional attraction to the subdivision surface as it lessens the number of polygons for computation but when used in Tang et al."s [15] technique it loses this property and becomes limited.
In this paper, we have proposed a view-dependent LOD which brings this support of dynamical LOD back to the algorithm making it more efficient. Since, the main allure of Tang et al. [15] is that it produce a purely GPU accelerated shadow volume algorithm so we have proposed an algorithm which adds itself in the previous algorithm without much fuss and retains it as a GPU accelerated algorithm. There are different approaches to implement dynamic LOD in geometry through GPU that may include [5] which uses a quadtree like structure to produce a seamless geometry image atlas and [12] which uses a mipmaps to produce dynamic LOD structure for geometry images. We use a method which can be considered as an extension to the method proposed in [12] .
II. OUR APPROACH
The algorithm proposed is a fully graphics hardware accelerated method and encompasses all the steps of rendering from creating a geometry image of model to a rendering of the scene with shadows.
For the sake of simplicity, we have subdivided the algorithm into phases based on the different fragment shaders it uses and it can be illustrated as follows:
In precomputation, we generate the geometry image from the control mesh of the subdivision surface. Then it generates geometry image for different level of details including the geometry image of original resolution. Then for selection criteria, a selector map is devised. The process flow has been shown in Figure 1 below. 
A. Generation of Geometry Images
The geometry image is evaluated by the analytical method described by [15] as:
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B. Mipmap Generation
For LOD, the FBO is used to generate mipmap by scaling the model by half and translating it in a way to be at the centre of the origin and converting it into a geometry image [12] , thus, removing the chance of undersampling. The minimum resolution of a mipmaped geometry image is reduced to 8 x 8 and maximum resolution is "(3/2 width) x height", where width and height is of original geometry image.
C. Selector Map Generation
Next step, evidently, is to define a criterion for the selection of geometry image of particular resolution, and for this a selector map is created and stored in memory for further use. The map is created by dividing the maximum distance from the camera to the object [12] . The map generated allocates a range of distance to each geometry image according to the level of detail provided in it. This selector map is, then, used at run-time to select a geometry image for the given resolution.
The precomputation is done for all the models in the scene. Since, the whole process is computed within GPU and only the control mesh is passed on by CPU which greatly improves the speed. The geometry images of different resolution are stored in FBO and selector map is stored in a separate floating point FBO.
After this, at run time we will select one geometry image of suitable resolution depending on the distance of the object from camera. The flow of this phase is shown in Figure 2 . 
D. Selection of Geometry Image of Specific LOD
The geometry images of different resolution, the selector map and the current camera coordinates are used at runtime for selecting a geometry image of particular LOD. The geometry image is selected by calculating first, the distance between the camera and object and then using the selector map to decide which geometry image should be used amongst images of different LODs.
E. Silhouette Detection & Shadow Volume Generation
The selected geometry image is then used further for detection of silhouette to produce a silhouette image. Since, the method used for silhouette detection in [15] uses the vertices first to check their visibility and our method does not disrupt the basic profile of the object from any angle so the silhouette would not have any cracks. The silhouette image produced by this process is then used for shadow volume generation. The shadow volume generation and silhouette detection can be done by using the same method proposed by [15] so we are not discussing it any further. As a result of this computation a new geometry image is formed which is actually the shadow of the geometry image of specific resolution. If the object is very far from the camera then a shadow will be formed of very small resolution. This way, not only the computation of the original image is greatly reduced but also the shadow required for this image will require less time to generate image. It can be noticed that if the original image is of minimum resolution i.e. "8 x 8" then the silhouette image will be of "16 x 8" and the image size of the shadow volume will be "32 x 8". This is evident from this calculation that the speed will improve further if the object is away from the camera. 
III. RESULTS
The results are generated on a Windows XP system with NVIDIA Geforce 7200 GS card. We have expanded [15] "s work to accommodate our algorithm by storing different LODs of the same model. For the sake of simplicity we have used only one model, here for demonstration, which has 288 patches. It can be easily noticed that the real-time rendering of [15] "s algorithm is seriously affected if more models are introduced to the scene as shown in the Figure 4 . Here it is shown that with this addition of model the frame rate has been reduced to half compared with [15] .
By reducing the level of detail in the scene we can easily restore the frame rate. This is shown in Figure 5 with half the level of detailing of the original model and in Figure 6 with minimum possible detailing.
It can be noticed that Figure 6 "s models has a visible change in the model but when we are far away from the model this change is not evident to human eye. Thus, by exploiting this fact we can easily render the scene with much more frame rate and with almost the same results. These three examples are the extreme cases of the rendered scene with maximum, medium and minimum level of detail respectively. This is done by reducing the size of Geometry Image as shown in Figure 7 , 8 and 9 which shows original mesh"s Geometry Image, the Geometry Image of normals and Geometry Image of the volumetric shadows, generated by [15] "s method, respectively. Minimum 36 32 ~72 Table 1 Results Table 1 summarizes the results of the cases discussed above. Maximum level of detail corresponds to the conventional method provided by [15] and shown in Figure 4 . The moderate method is the one when the user can see a little of the detailing but is far away to notice small changes as show in the Figure 5 . The minimum LOD is used when the user is far away to notice detailing, it is also noticeable that the model with minimum level of detailing is de-shaped but since the user is far away so it cannot be noticed. Table 2 shows the comparison of different LODs with increasing number of models in the scene. Maximum is the conventional method using all the possible detailing provided by the original model. Table 2 Frame Rate with different number of models Figure 7, 8, and 9 show the geometry images of the original mesh, its normals, and the geometry image of the volumetric shadow created through the silhouette of the model as described by [15] used in the scenes in Figure 5 , 6, and 7 respectively. The geometry image on the left of figures is for the maximum LOD of the model. The geometry image in middle is for moderate and evidently the geometry image on the right is for minimum LOD of the model. Figure 10 shows a scene with 4 different models. This is to show that our scene can accommodate as many models as one wish. All are rendered through our method i.e. with different LODs for different camera distance where the uppermost is with minimum possible detailing for all models. All the models are modeled through subdivision surfaces with model on upper left corner has 288 patches, on upper right has 96 patches, lower left model has 288 patches, and lower right model has 32 patches. The frame rate of conventional method is ~20 fps, whereas our method gives ~35 fps for moderate detailing and ~65 fps for minimum possible detailing.
IV. Conclusion
Here, we have shown that fast shadow rendering for subdivision surfaces depending on viewer"s position and Geometric Image (GI) size reduction can be achieved. Also, we can see the opportunity of working further with subdivision surfaces for gaming industries. For further results refer to Figure 10 .
For future work, we are looking into possibility of introducing soft shadows and multiple area light sources. Dynamic scene with moving lights could also pave path for further research into subdivision surface properties. 
